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NANNI DI BANCO AND
DONATELLO: A COMPARISON 1
<.

From the Foreword
a gap in our knowledge which no scholar has ever
tried to fill. It is a gap which owes to the lack of real attention paid
to the work of Nanni di Banco. To fill it is important not only became of the fact of his amazing artistry, but because the lack of
true familiarity with Nanni and his accomplishments has left a
hole where a key should be in our knowledge of Renaissan~e art.
The art history of the period has inevitably been somewhat incomprehensible, somewhere lacking in logical development.
Without the key figure of Nanni, one is at a loss to explain the
development of Donatello on one side and Luca della Robbia on
the other; or to fill the gap between Giotto and Masaccio, and
trace the history of later painters. To fill this hiatus, to supply the
fundamental information, has been my aim for years ... and is
the major purpose of this book....
THE REI S

From the Introduction
diedattheageofthirty-one (1390-1421).
Perhaps no man accomplished more in so short a lifetime. Perhaps no anist ever reached so high a level of attainment solely
through his own talent, intuition, and inventiveness, for Nannilike his contemporaries-did not know the great art works of
NANNI DI BANCO

I

The text and platn which follow are excerpted or adapted from Mr. Vaca.rino·,

book. N.nni (Florence: Samoni. 1950) • Although the Nanni-Donatdlo romparilon
is but one aspect of the entire work. it leeJDed weU-suited to presentation within the
ncc:aurily Umitcd space of a magazine. An attempt has been made to suggest the
broader prcoccupatiODJ of the book iuclf.-The EditOf'
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other ci~zations, and ,he ushered in the greatness of his own.
Nature was his only master much as time was his only boundary,
yet he produced works which exerted a major influence upon the
figurative arts of one of the richest artistic periods in all history;
works which, through the universality of thei~ power and beauty,
rank Nanni'di Banco as one of the foremost artists of all time..•.

',1,

1"
~

'
A

••

of the thirteenth century Florence was ~er
ment of activity and thought; the atmosphere of the
epoch was one of eager research. The contributio of
many lofty and scholarly minds had created this atmosphere,
which was an achievement in itself and which, together with the
rich commerce, was to be the basis for the fulfillment of the highest ambitions. In the period between the fabb.riche of the Cathedral and of Orsammichele, where the buildeJs were feverishly at
work, th~ fates were ripening that were,to give to Florence so
much splendor, and to make her a lightl,1ouse of culture and civilization. Out of a busy office of merchants was to come a temple of
Art, a new Athens.
The pillars at Orsammich~e, the niches of the Giotto tower,
the door "Della Mandorla," the doors of the Baptistry, wer~ soon
to express the magnificence the citizens wanted fo~~heir buildings. S. Maria del Fiore was awaiting the crqwning glory of the
Dome.
~
Contest after contdt was proclaimed: the citizens were living
the drama of their artisans who were about to attempt to realize
in tangible form the ambitions of all. The technical solution of a
thousand arduous everyday problems was left to the inventiveness
and intuitions of the artisans and the masters, for the growth of
industry and commerce had been too rapid to allow equal development in techniques. Documents which still exist mention by
T THE END
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the tens names of carpenters, masons, carvers, and sculptors who
would both fight and consult each other over the solution of new
problems.
Such was the Florence that the adolescent·Nanni and the young
Donatello had under their eyes. The city had just quieted down
after a bitter contest which had seen Brunelleschi and Ghiberti.
among others, fight for the commission of the second door of the
Baptistry. Very soon the two newcomers were to attract to themselves the attention of the operai of the project, and together with
the latter become protagonists in this rich period of an history.
These four men were to give maximum contributions to the progress of art. \Vhile studying mathematics, the Bible, and the classics. and while becoming impassioned with the most practical as
well as the most abstract problems-both of technique and of
form-they were to create those works which would become the
light and the pride not only of their own city but of an epoch and
a civilization. In fact, Brunelleschi, Nanni, and Donatello were
to share the honor of the most daring accomplishment of the century-the dome of S. Maria del Fiore; Ghiberti was to be their
worthy rival and collaborator.
We know nothing of the years which preceded the realization
of the miraculous accomplishment, or how Brunelleschi, Nanni,
and Donatello arrived at their fenile collaboration; we only know
that what Vasari tells us is not at all accurate. One does better to
rely upon the documents of the deliberation of the operai of the
Opera del Duomo dated December 29, 1419, and upon the documents of the same date of the paying of the prize money.
At this time BruneUeschi was about forty-two, Donatello about
thirty-six, Nanni only twenty-nine. But by February 12, 1421.
Nanni was dead; and although he saw his major work finished':'"
the front one of the Porta della Mandorla-he did not see even the
beginning of the building of the dome. He was denied the sight of
the cupola dominating the entire Florentine skyline-this work to
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the creation of which he contributed not less than Brunelleschi,
to whom alone the credit has been given.
Nanni's meteoric career, so quickly cut off, made it impossible
for him to give us all that he was born to give, and because of the
shortness of his life too many people have forgotten the greatn~
of his contribution. The surpassing merit illustrated in these
pages should win for him the universal acknowledgmentwhicb
he enjoyed in his lifetime, an acknowledgment which enriches
the heritage of our culture. Nanni enjoyed the unconditional appreciation of his contemporaries, and his works are there to demonstrate that he was considered as long as he lived the greatest
sculptor of the time. It is certain that his contemporaries ranked
Nanni above Donatello.
Although I was very far from the intention at the beginning of'
my study, a comparison between the two became necessary nuring
the, course of it. My aim was not, certainly, to lessen the validity of
Donatello's sculpture, but rather to put intp correct perspeet7e
Nanni's work, the greatil.ess of which" we din measure prec~ely
through the parallel with the work of his great contemporary and
friend, who happened to have better luck with posterity. Yet"
through this comparison, I have now to acknowledge, the historic
importance and the validity of Donatello's work-diminished. One
can but hope that What Donatello loses is gained by artistic and
historical fact.
The documents of the period pertaining to the commissions
given to the two sculptors 'indicate that Nanni was always preferred, or else chosen first if both sculptors were to be involved.
For example, the statue of Isaiah was commissioned to Nanni
January" 24, 1408, while on February 20 of the same y~r the
statue of David was commissioned to Donatello: u cum modis et
conditionibuspactis et salario ofim factis cum ]bhanne Antonii
Banchi magistro." It was Nanni who was given at Orsammichele
the commission of the niche and the statues of the Quattro Sdfrt.t
,
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Coronati (see plate) , patron saints of the guild of sculptors; it
was Nanni who was given the commission of the niche of blacksmiths and goldsmiths; and it was Nanni, i.n 1414, who was given
the commission of the frontone of the Porta della l\fandorla-the
most important commission of the time.
The facts concerning commissions illustrate by tht:mselves the
position~of clear superiority Nanni's artistry enjoyed over that of
his great competitor. The force of th~s artistry was so strong that,
while itself never influenced by anyone, it influenced the entire
epoch, and particularly Donatello. It was exactly Nanni who detached Donatello from his stylistic manner and directed him
toward the study of nature. It was Nanni who, directed by his own
genius, had already begun in his first work, without any hesitation, this keen study of nature, and with it the new epoch-the
Renaissance.
Nanni reached with his very first works a nobility of form and
content that Donatello never attained, even at his best. DonateUo
tried in his David and in his St. GeNge to imitate Nanni's style,
and later followed his teaching in the St. John, St. Mark, and in
the statues for the Campanile, sticking to a scrupulous study of
reality throughout. But we shall see how Donatello could not
avoid falling into a naturalism that is often vulgar, while there is...
no detail by Nanni which lacks nobility. And we can consider
quite likely the episode reported by Vasari about Donatello's
Crucifix and Brunelleschi's remark that he had "put a peasant on
the Cross."
Actually it was Nanni who was the father of the Renaissance.
The study of nature was the love of the life of this surpassing artist. was his great lesson to his contemporaries, and is his spiritual
legacy. His works initiated the contemporary style. opened the
new road to all. Studying and mastering nature, he was the first
to reach a complete freedom of form. to. bring form to a synthesis
and to a nobility of standards that only the Greeks had previously
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attained. He conquered, finally, such pure abstract forms that
they remain unsurpassed, and are perhaps the highest expr~ions
of figurative art.
'

The Prophet. of the Porta della Mandorla
statuettes on the pillars at the two sides of the Porta
della Mandorla okhe Florence Cathedral (see plateS) have always
represented to the scholars a problem rich in controversy and difficult of solution. Originally they were both attributed to Donatello, on the strength of a document dated November 23, 1406,
a~d notwithstanding the obvious contil-diction of this with an- .
other document of February 17, 1408. Notwithstanding also the
enormous difference in style between the two~ statuettes, which"indicates clearly that they could not possibly have been executed
by the same sculptor, much less in the same year.
It is the late Jeno Unyi's merit to have been first to state the difference in style between the two wor~, but the Donatello
scholar reached the conclusion that the one on the right was
Donatello's. Later Leo Planiscig, on the strength of a third document of December 31, 1407, attributed to Nanni the statuette on
the right, giving to DonateUo the one on the left. More recently,
W. R. Valentiner has gone back to attributing the one on the
right to Donatello~ repudiating the one on the left. Unfortunately
the arguments of Unyi, Planiscig, and Valentiner were not based
on a direct knowledge of the two works in question, nor even on a
careful reading of the documents pertaining to the commissions
for the ·two statuettes.
The gist o{ the three documents is as follows: The first, of November 23, 1406, is a decision to pay a down payment of ten florins to Donatello, who had made the prophets for the door, etc.
The second document, dated February 17, 1408, speaks of a remaining sum of six Horins owed to Donatello out of a to~l of sixTHE TWO
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teen florins, of which he had already received ten, for a marble
figure one ann and one third high for the door, etc.
The third document, quoted by Planiscig to sustain his thesis,
is dated December 31,1407, and is a decision to pay sixteen florins, which were owed at that date, to Antonio di. Banco and Giovanni, his son.
Planiscig's argument runs this way: the first two documents re(erring to DonateJlo are the evidence of payments-the first of ten
florins, the second of six florins, a total of sixteen-for one and the
same work. The payment of an equal sum of sixteen florins to An.
tonio and Giovanni di Banco makes us suppose that Dona.,tello
executed only one of the two statuettes initially commissioned,
and that the other one was executed by the di Bancos.
Confronted by such a problem, toward the solution of which
..
we have such incomplete data, we think the scholar should have
shown the most scrupulous objectivity. \Ve have no right to presume that there are mistakes in the documents, as Planiscig and
Valentiner obviously have done to justify their arguments. We
prefer instead to respect the value of the documents of the two
payments to Donatello, from which only one thing is clear: the
two documents, even if they do refer to the same work, certainly
do not refer to either of the two statuettes-neither the one on the
left nor the one on the right'
Planiscig and Valentiner would have made this discovery if the
passion of amateurs had not overwhelmed the duty of historians;
if they had given the value of historic fact to the documents without attempting to distort them; and if they had gone on the spot
to study, or at least to see, the two statuettes.
To go back to the first document, that of November 23, 1406.
It reads: " ... who made the prophets for the door... :' There
was more than one prophet, then-at least two, and by this date
they had already been "made'" How, then, could one be Nanni's
if this actually refers to the two statuettes on the door? Further, if
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we so much as glance at the statuette on the left, we will see that it
does not represent a prophet, but probably an angel of annunciation. On this point Valentiner is in agreement with us.
The second document, of February 17, 1408, includes the
words "for a marble figure one arm and one third high." ~he
Florentine arm correspondslo 58 centimeters; the statuette for
which Donatello was being paid was, therefore, approximately 78
centimeters high. If Planiscig and Valentiner had glanced at the
two statuettes on the door, they would have noticed that they are
much larger than this: tl,he one on the right, in fact~ which we have
measured, is 123 centimeters high; the one on the left is more or
less the same size.
As far as the third· document goes, the one of December 31,
1407, about a payment of sixteen florins to Antonio di Banco and
Nanni, we are rather inclined to believe that it does refer to the
statuette on the right; but we must aq.mit that this documentation
is not sufficient authority for the attribution; Therefore, as certain documentary aspects of the history of these two statuettes is
still somewh,at a mystery, we will confine outselves to a consideration of the two works and their style, and will seek to solve the
problem by such analys~s. We state at once that we firmly believe
ourselves to be confronted by the first-known works of Nann~ and
Donatello. The on~ on the right is, of course, Nanni's.
The one on the left clearly shows in the head the relationship
with the marble David by Donatello (see plate) 0' done in 14081409. At the same time, in the folds of the robe, it shows the influence of Ghiberti, in whose workshop we know Donatello to
have been an apprentice in 1403. The attitude, the composition,
and particularly the "scimitars"-the shape of the folds of the robe
-show derivation from Ghiberti. The head is the immature and
somehow awkward anticipation of what will be the grace of the
David.
This statuette does not represent a prophet, but probably an

1,

1
:.,
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angel of annunciation. The attitude tells us so, and too, as Valentiner happily observed,' the unfinished left foot. This detail makes
us assume that the figure was going to be seen from the rightthat the left side would be hidden. How this announcing angel,
most likely destined for an altar, ended up on top of the Porta
della Mandorla is another chapter in the mysterious history of
these two statuettes.
In any case, quite aside from documents or other considerations, we insist upon one thing: ,It is difficult to find a work the
style and detail of which point as clearly to its maker as this lvork
does to the young Donatello.
\Vhen both figures were still considered the work of Donatello
-on the easy assumption that the one on the left was an earlier
work than the other-it seemed strange that the great progress indicated between the first and the second work would be followed
by so evident a regression in the next work, the David. Frida
Schottmiiller wrote: "Next to the second statuette of the prophet
of the Porta della Mandorla the marble David of the Bargello
looks almost like a fall back into Gothic." This judgment, later
supported by Hans Kauffmann, is precise, and not only confirms
the close relationship stated between the angel (or prophet) on
the left and the David, but at the same time demonstrates how far
ahead-even in r~rd to the David-is the statuette of the prophet
on the right. This prophet was Nanni's first major work-executed when he was sixteen years old.
Except for the partial admissions of Schottmiiller and Kauffmann, everyone seems to have overlooked the very high ar~istic
quality and the enormous historic value of this little statue. It is
the first work of the period which does not derive from any other
style; on the contrary, it starts a new one. This statuette of Nanni's seems to me the fundamental work of all the sculpture of the
Renaissance. It is the first work of an artist who, though still an
adolescent, frees himself with one hammer stroke· from the past
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and begins, c~nsciousof hisdestiny, the golden age of Italian art.
This is the first step on the road that will lead Nanni to., the St.
Eligio and to the Afadonna della Mandorla (see plates) • Though
. in relation to the St. Eligio this statuette is naiv.eand inunature,
it nonetheless contains within itself all the promise of later development, and all the charaaeristics of a true work of art.
Let's compare it to Nanni's Isaiah of 1408 and to Donatello's
David of the same year (see plates). We will see that while the
Isaiah derives directly from this early prophet of the Porta, and is
the maturing work of the same artist, the David by Donatello
shows very clearly the influence which the revolutionary statue by
Nanni exercised upon Donatello. And if we then compare the
David to the Isaiah, we will see that between these two works exists much the same relationship that existed between the two statuettes of the door.
As we have already noted, the scheme of the Isaiah is the same
as that of the prophet of the Porta, the only difference being that
.the pose of legs and anns is reversed. The aim of simplicity and
the result of sQle~ty are the same in the t'iV0 works. The treatment of the hair-as far as.can be seen, owing 'to damages suffered
by the statuette-is similar; the eyes are identical, in both figures
having the fault of being distended and external. The neck of the
Isaiah has the same conception and the same interpretation of
nature as that of the prophet, if we take into consideration the
two years ,vhich separate the works-a period of time which was
sufficient to make Nanni capable of perfectly attained effects of
modeling. The .characteristics of the hands and the feet are the
same, as is the manner of interpreting the robe. The iC:Ientical
solution of the curve of the robe, which falls to cover half of the
right foot in the prophet and half of the left in the Isaiah, is never
abandoned by Nanni in any statue, though he perfects it until it.
reaches definitiveness in the St. Eligio.
In a word, there'is in this first work by Nanni, the prophet of
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the Porta, an equilibrium of composition, and a sense of power
and potential movement in terms \0£ the static; a simplicity of architecture which becomes solemnity. These qualities, not to be
found in other sculpture of the time, make of this statuette a milestone of the new art of the Renaissance.
Returning to examine the angel at the left, and the David of
the Bargello as well, we discover something quite different. In
both works the attempt at a primarily decorative grace is of Ghibertian origin, though the progress shown in the David is en.ormous. There is something awkward about Donatello's attempts at
I articulation in the angel-the way he struggles to loosen the members so as to freely compose the arms; his difficulties in detaching
the hands from the figure. However-and no matter how hybrid
the effect upon him of the mixed influences of Nanni and Ghiberti-the result, within the decorative limits of this figure, is perfectly achieved.
As for the David, it is academic-it could not help being so.
However, upon the trunk of his first work Donatello has now
grafted the experience of Nanni's achievements, which makes of
this David a statue. The figure plants solidly on the uncovered
leg, with the robe held at the waistline by two fingers of the left
hand, while the rich fold which drapes the right leg falls on the
foot. As we can see from these details, and from an examination
of the plates, Donatello took the solution for this half of the figut:e
from Nanni's prophet (cf: the section of the prophet from the
feet to the waistline) .
In the other half of the David we find reminiscences of Ghiberti, both in the architecture and in the rhetoric which entirely
penneates it. Donatello's attempt to absorb Nanni's laws exhausted itself in a superficial imitation. There is nothing in the David
which displays the true strength or temperament either of Nanni
or of Donatello himself: The elegant, youthful figure remains a
beautiful decorative statue, primarily inspired by Ghibeni. In
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the St. George (see plate), Donatello will again try to employ
those laws and so reach Nanni's level of accomplishment. and will
succeed in getting rid of the last traces of Ghiberti's influence.
This time he will take Nanni's prophet as complete model-the
composition of the figures is in fact identical (the posture of the.
arms and the planting of the legs, although the feet in the St.
George are placed wider apart) . But Donatello was not goin'g
along his own road. The ambition for solemnity of attitude and
sober expression of strength in the St. George is premature; it is
an expression of will without quite the necessary talent for fulfillment. and could not but result in a new negative experience..
Juxtaposing without conviction Nanni's laws with his own .
temperament-which was far from the spirit of these laws-he
could not but achieve another academic result. The St. George is
not born by its own necessity. It has enjoyed to date a fame which
ought rather to go to its model-Nanni's prophet. The St. George
is actually the David itself. upon which Donatello has superim'posed armor. and this is not enough to make of him a warrior.
This figure of a warrior is inadequate to its own ambition: It is
an understudy. called to play another's role.-and thus wearing the
other's costume. It fails just where Donatello wants to show a
strength which is not his. and so it ends by showing instead his
own inner weakness. The frailty of the form. upon which the armor is too heavy; some of the inadequate modeling of the flat
torso; the attachment of the neck too far to the back in respect to
the line of the hip pushed forward-all show this weakness.
The St. George is as much as Pte David a graceful image. a
beautifully decorative figure. But where in the one decorativeness
represents an achieved aim. in the other it represents complete
failure. for a much greater ambition was stated. The St. George
remains. however. a very happy representation of a character real. ly Tuscan: From these lips one may expect Florentine wit. an air
or a madrigal. or even a bit of gossip. Never, though. may one ex-
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peet from these arms, from this left hand which almost delicately
touches the shield, a gesture of power. In the frowning eyebrows
and in the eyes which look at the horizon there is an attention
which is still wonder, but which may soon become fright in front
of the enemy.
With the St. George Donatello, influenced by the overwhelming personality of Nanni, had perhaps unconsciously started on a
road which was not his; he was going against his own temperament, against his own taste, against his own world. But he will
abandon all this after the experience of the St. George, and he will
not go back. The authentic Donatello had already started on the
St. John Evangelist and on St. Mark. It will be on this road that,
developing his own true nature, he will find his own expression.
He will ripen in the statues for the Campanile. He will bring
himself along, polishing his peculiar personality and slowly but
decisively getting rid of some residue of vulgarity, to crystallize a
final and universal expression of strength and thought in the
Gattamelata.

(

.., .

Nanni's St. Lull.e and Donatello's St. John
us examine these two evangelists, Nanni's St_ Luke. and
Donatello's St. John, which are next t~ each other against the .
same wall, under the same light, under ideal conditions for comparative study (see plates) .
\Ve note at once that they are not fully round statues, but reliefs. At the bases the blocks are 52 centimeters thick, though they
are 205 centimeters high. Forming a statue in relief like this poses
very definite and difficult technical problems. It is clear that Nanni found a perfect solution-one which the others either did not
want to imitate or did not know how to.
Nanni starts from a point of maximum relief, which is the
right foot at the base. and gradually works back as he goes from

LET

,
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j
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knees. to chest. te) head. The head is also in relief; it lacks volumewhen seen from the side.
Donatello flattens the torso of his St. John which, seen from the
side, lacks body. and instead makes the head in the round. which
as a result weighs too much for the shoulders and the torso. They
lack the volume to support it. The disproportion is evident. Probably preoccupied by the arduous solution of the various problems
of perspective, he reduces the stool on whiCh .the figure sits to a
width of 14 centimeters. gives the major part of the available
space (38 centimeters) to the development of the thighs ~ depth
and, to gain a few more centimeters, turns the knees towards the
left. The result is that the posture becomes uncomfortable. The
stool on which the Saint is sitting is too low (63 centimeters) , and
because of this the legs are too short~ the torso too long, and the
whole ensemble lacking in proportion, harmony and grace.
Not only that, but the arms hang down flat and empty. and all
the torso, because of the relief, is too flat in relation
to the head.
I'
Further, because of a faulty solution of the drapery, which is not
logically disposed, the figure itself lacks volume, especially the
thighs and the legs, which one cannot'feel under the robe. The
figure often looks hollow. From the rounded head, which leans
forward, the ~eard slopes to reach the flat ~hest; to make up for
this inconvenience. and to gain one centimeter, the lower lip is
receded, with the inevitable result that the face. by virtue ofthe
receding chin. takes on a moronic look.
The hair. which is a wig; the Ieet and hands, which are heavy
and vulgar; the frightened eyes, the low forehead, the humiliated
posture, the rags that ill-cover some bones-everything concurs to
give the miserable look of a beggar to this evangelist, and to make
of it one of the least successful works of Donatello.
It is, to say the least, unjustified to ~ll this statue-as someone
has-the milestone of Florentine sculpture; but we must not fail,
on the other hand, to stress the historic importance of this ,work,
J
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which represents the first attempt at realism of the young Donatello. and which is the prelude to the St. Marie. at Orsammichele
and to the statues of the Campanile.
The solutiom of Nanni for'the St. Lule.e are very different. and
so are the results: solidity and simplicity of the whole figure. majesty of attitude. nobility of expression.
The St. Luke is slightly smaller than the St. John, but it appears
larger. This is because the head is somewhat small. after the canon
of Lysippus. Nanni made the stool6g.5 centimeters high and 23.5
wide (as against 63 and 14 in the St. John). and solves. almost
with the help of drawing alone, the scorcio and the perspective of
the thighs and the knees, which look straight. The entire ensemble is solid, full, well-eonstructed, compact; even observing the
body and head from below, this feeling of volume is effective. Under the drapery, of'which every fold has a. necessary function of
composition and perspective, one feels the strong figure.
The foot which is covered, wearing a very elegant sandal similar to those of all the other Nanni statues, is the foot of an aristocrat. Perhaps it may seem that the arms, particularly the right
one, are a bit too posed, which derives from the technical necessity of bringing them forward and composing them in such a way
that they contribute as much as possible to the volume of the figure. This they do so well that if one looks at the statue even from
the side, one is apt not to notice that it is not three-dimensional.
The hands are not nervous, but full; the tapered fingers show
aristocratic hands, a characteristic of Nanni's work. The hands
are the only detail of modeling not completely accomplished in
this beautiful statue by the' young Nanni, but they already promise the hands of St. Eligio, and those of the bases of the same niche
of the frontone "Della Mandorla."
A formidable neck attaches the beautiful, pensive head, slightly
turned and looking downwards. It is a wonder of composition,
this head framed by long hair 'which covers the ears and crowns,
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like curling surf, the forehead. The forehead is itself made prom1-'~
nent by the slightly receding parietal bones, characteristic of N3l1.
ni's work. The peneU;ting eyes, the sensual lips, the chin adorned
by a short beard complete the head. \Ve can borrow from :Man·
zoni: ClThe posture naturally composed and involuntarily majestic ... the serene and pensive forehead ... the familiarity with
solemn and benevolent thoughts."
Yet St. Luke rafliates such strength and such sureness of himself that he looks almost presumptuous; he lacks that sublime
look of the St. Eligio, which is for that very reason more a saint
than this evangelist. The St. Luke looks down upon humanity,
whom he rejoices to have surpassed-a rejoicing which binds him
still to the earth....
- Translation by Paolo Vaccarino and Kenneth Lash
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